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HOT TOPIC – WORK
Future of Work/Technology 2050
Millennium Project Scenarios
• Scenario 1: It’s Complicated – A Mixed Bag
• Scenario 2: Political/Economic Turmoil – Future Despair
• Scenario 3: If Humans Were Free – Self-Actualizing Economy
• Proposal for National workshop in Finland
• Finnish Government Foresight Report ”Work in Transition”

Add here

Neo-Carbon Energy Project
• Tekes strategic research opening, a joint research
project by University of Turku, VTT and LUT
• We explore possible futures of a society of 2050
• Emission-free future is driven as much by societal
practices as by technologies, interacting with
one another –> work in focus in this FC
• Futures Clinique languages: English & Finnish

ENERGY IN A NEOCARBONIZED WORLD
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In the 21st century, decentralized energy system drives a peer-to-peer
society.

In the 20th century, infrastructure was centralized.

HOW WILL THE FUTURE OF WORK LOOK LIKE
IN A NEOCARBONIZED SOCIETY?
How are social relations, lifestyles and communities organised in
2050? How is work organised in an increasingly distributed,
renewable energy world?
In the neo-carbon system, everything is produced emissions-free with solar, wind, and other
renewables, and synthetic materials from renewables even replace oil.

10 THESES OF FUTURES OF
NEO-CARBON WORK

13.5.2016

1. Robotisation will replace human labour
in manufacturing as well as in the
“creative industries”.

Algorithms can already write sports news so well that
humans cannot recognise they are written by robots
13.5.2016

2. The services sector and the creative
industries will become increasingly dominant.

In Europe creative industries already employ
over two times the car industry.
13.5.2016

3. Self-employment and freelancing
will strengthen.

13.5.2016

In Finland self-employment
is the fastest growing form of employment.

4. Work and leisure
will become
inseparable, and
basic income will
open up new
possibilities.

There is a risk that all life is
sacrificed to work, and
private
time ceases to exist.
13.5.2016

5. Work will become both more
psychologically demanding and more
fulfilling.

Creative labour can be mentally draining, an issue
occupational healthcare must increasingly concentrate on

13.5.2016

6. Work will be done increasingly through
different platforms.

Uber-like match making platforms will become increasingly
common especially if freelancing increases.
13.5.2016

7. Products will become platforms, too.

A car of the future will be a platform for different
services, provided by many different companies.
13.5.2016

8. Great electrification with wind,
solar and other renewables will
transform the economy.

Energy will be cheap, abundant and distributed.
This opens new possibilities especially for citizens.

13.5.2016

9. Everything will be recycled.

Waste is no more – all waste is
transformed into raw materials.
13.5.2016

10. As the lifelong jobs die off, the ability
to adapt becomes a central skill.

You might be hired based on the number of your
Twitter followers.
13.5.2016

WHAT OTHER DRIVERS ARE SHAPING THE
FUTURE OF WORKING LIFE?

Robots with – AI that learns. And can connect to the IoT and re-write its code is
different than we think of robots today.
• artificial narrow intelligence (ANI) what we have today (IBM Watson, SIRI)
• artificial general intelligence (AGI) that we may have around 2030
• artificial super intelligence (ASI) that may be beyond our understanding (J. Glenn)

NOW

FOUR THEMES DEPICTING
POSSIBLE FUTURES OF
NEO-CARBON WORK
- work communities -

Startup communities – Radical Startups scenario
Economy is driven by networks of startup enterprises. Startups are community-like, with very flat
hierarchies. They promise their workers opportunities for meaningful self-expression, and often the
opportunity to work with like-minded individuals is the main motivation by which people decide
where to work. The borders between leisure and work, and between companies and the rest of the
society are blurred.
Corporate communities – Value-Driven Techemoths scenario
The economy is dominated by a few big corporations, who have successfully merged different
business sectors, ambitious R&D, as well as functions previously provided by the public sector.
These technology giants, or “techemoths”, offer resources, facilities, and platforms for selforganising employees, as well as all the basic amenities from housing to leisure to education.
Cottage Industry and DIY communities – DIY Engineers scenario
Society is organised around thriving local communities. Do-It-Yourself economy and practical
mindsets flourish, and engineer-oriented citizens live off their skills and knowhow, spread through
mesh networks. Tinkering, smart scarcity, local energy production, self-sufficiency and upcycling of
products are trending.
Freelance economy & open collaboration – New Consciousness scenario
Robots take care of the most of manufacturing. People are freed from work and get to spend their
time on leisure activities, which also provide value for the society at large. Society can be described
as “fully automated luxury communism”, and it is organised as global collaboration and open
sharing of resources and information. Human beings share a collective tech-enabled
consciousness – through ubiquitous communications, virtual reality, and also rudimentary brain-tobrain communication, and are deeply intertwined with each other and the nature.

1. STARTUP COMMUNITIES
(Radical Startups scenario)
Economy is driven by networks of
startups enterprises. Startups are
community-like, with very flat
hierarchies. They promise their
workers
opportunities
for
meaningful self-expression, and
often the opportunity to work with
like-minded individuals. This is the
main motivation by which people
decide where to work.
The borders between leisure and
work, and between companies and
the rest of the society are blurred.

Photo: http://www.e-architect.co.uk/images/jpgs/barcelona/fab_lab_house_p200710_ag8.jpg

2. CORPORATE COMMUNITIES
(Value-Driven Techemoths scenario)
The economy is dominated by
a few big corporations, who
have successfully merged
different business sectors,
ambitious R&D, as well as
functions previously provided
by the public sector.

These technology giants, or
“techemoths”, offer resources,
facilities, and platforms for
self-organising employees, as
well as all the basic services
from housing to leisure to
education.
Photo: http://www.theprofessionalcreative.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/apple-campus2.jpg

3. COTTAGE INDUSTRY AND DIY COMMUNITIES
(DIY Engineers scenario)
Society is organized around
thriving local communities. Do-ItYourself economy and practical
mindsets flourish, and engineeroriented citizens live off their skills
and knowhow, spread through
mesh networks.
Tinkering, smart scarcity, local
energy production, self-sufficiency
and upcycling of products are
trending.
Photo: http://mizzouwire.missouri.edu/stories/2008/green-engineering/

4. FREELANCE ECONOMY &
OPEN COLLABORATION
(New Consciousness scenario)
Robots take care of the most of
manufacturing. People are freed from
work and get to spend their time on leisure
activities, which also provide value for the
society at large. Society can be described
as “fully automated luxury communism”,
and it is organized as global collaboration
and open sharing of resources and
information.
Human beings share a collective techenabled consciousness – through ubiquitous
communications, virtual reality, and also
rudimentary brain-to-brain communication,
and are deeply intertwined with each
other and the nature.
Photo: http://www.wired.com/2014/11/thierry-cohen-darkened-cities/

PROGRAMME

11.30 – 12.00

Coffee and light lunch

12.00 – 12.05

Words of Welcome
Tiina Kähö, Senior Lead, Sitra

12.05 – 12.30

Futures Provocation
Sirkka Heinonen, Professor
Finland Futures Research Centre (FFRC)

12.30 – 12.45

Futures Window
Visual weak signals as food for thought

SESSION I
12.45 – 14.00

Futures Wheel
Discussing and elaborating the futures of work

SESSION II
14.00 – 15.15

Futures Image and ACTVODE method
Reflecting the futures of work
to the Finnish context

SESSION III
15.15 – 16.30

Cross Fertilisation
Groups present their results to others
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“We have the science, the technology, and the game plan to
make it happen. Now it is a question of whether we will
recognize the economic possibilities that lie ahead and
muster the will to get there in time.”
- Jeremy Rifkin -
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